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What are the 4 types of reading explain with examples

We have been through the stage where we started learning to read. Initially, it was words, then sentences and then phrases and finally paragraph. So one of the most essential thing that you need to learn about proper reading is the Technique!  Four Common Reading ProcessesIn English, there are
different reading techniques and every student must be aware of it. Not only students but everyone who is pursuing a career in English must know about the various techniques. In addition to that, English learners must also understand which technique would be most suited and in which situation.
Depending on the different reading tasks, learners must follow the different reading techniques. It is the thing that will make your reading very effective.  This blog will help you to train yourself in knowing the different techniques and the right time to use them. It is the most important step in the reading
process. It will be very helpful especially during the exams when the time constraint is an essential factor. The right decision is to be made on time to make your reading more effective. In English, there are four main reading techniques: SkimmingScanningIntensiveExtensive 1. Skimming – Gist Reading
This technique is also referred to as Gist reading. Skimming is the process that would help you would get a basic idea of what the text is about. This technique is followed generally while reading a magazine or newspaper. It will help you mentally to shortlist all the articles or topics that you might consider
reading.  Moreover, it can also be observed while you are skimming through the phone dictionary for a particular name or number.  It is observed that in the skimming technique a person can reach the speed of 700 – 750 words per minute. With proper training, you can reach a higher level as well. The
most important thing here is that the skimming technique saves a lot of time for the reader. But it won’t be beneficial while you are working with the reading comprehension. It would be helpful only when your ultimate goal is to have a preview of the text and get a better idea of the content.  This particular
technique would be applied to various instances: Have a look at the table of contents first.While reviewing the subheadings in each chapter.If in case you need to have a quick read of the first paragraph in that section. 2. Quickly Scanning Text In the process of scanning, you just involve your eyes to
quickly scan through the sentences and try to get a simple piece of information. Some of the results have also concluded that while reading from a computer screen the reader inhibits the pathway of scanning. This process is far more conductive than skimming in comprehensions. It has been observed
that students do not pay as much attention to the illustrations or introduction. 3. Intensive and Deep Reading In the technique of Intensive Reading, you have to be very clear in your mind. Ensure that this reading strategy is far more time consuming than scanning and skimming.  It can be the best
technique if you are trying to list the chronology of events in a long passage. It will help you in reading intensively and deeply. This specific technique would be beneficial for all the language learners who need help in understanding various vocabulary. It will help you to deduce the meaning of the word in
context. In addition to that, you would be getting help in the retention of the information for a long period of time. Therefore before any exams, kids or students are asked to follow the intensive reading practice. It is one of the most effective methods. 4. Extensive Reading This is the most pleasurable
reading practice. It generally involves the element of enjoyment. This practice is very unlikely to be taken up by the student while preparing for any sort of exam. It will basically involve the fluid of decoding or assimilation of the content. While reading whenever you feel that the content is becoming difficult
to comprehend then you stop and look up the dictionary.  We hope that these four reading techniques will help you read faster and deduce the meaning of comprehension without wasting much of your time. Keep learning new tips with EnglishBix! Photo by Siora Photography on UnsplashFour types of
reading can be used for absorbing varying amounts of information. They all have their pros and cons, so it’s essential to know when and how to use each type.Most of these techniques won’t be used in casual reading, so if that’s what you’re looking for. This article isn’t for you.As a writer, we often have to
do extensive research on topics, and that can mean reading through a lot of academic or research papers depending on what the subject is. These reading methods will help you save time when trying to digest what a large piece of text is saying!So how do you read?The best way to start enhancing your
reading and note-taking abilities is to understand what level you are on now. Here are some questions to ask yourself to get to know your reading ability:Do you jot down any feelings or thoughts while you’re reading?What do you take notes on?How long does it take you to read?Do you read an article
straight through or take breaks?Do you have to go back and reread certain parts?Do you read each word individually, or do you read fast to get the idea of a story?Don’t worry if you’re not where you think you should be when it comes to reading. Many different types of reading require different
approaches. I won’t scan my favourite book to get the gist of it. I will devour the words. I won’t take notes on everything I read, but I will if I want to learn something from it.Knowing your reading style can help you actively adjust your style to what you’re reading. Recognising which kinds of texts deserve
your time and attention in a focused read, and which can be skimmed is vital for a writer on a deadline!Reading techniquesScanning is used to get an overview of any given text. You’re looking at the text as a whole. Focusing on the shape, the subject of each section, you are getting a general idea of the
topics that are addressed within the body of the text.If you were to scan this article, for instance, you would see that we focus on personal reading skills and various reading techniques.By scanning this article, you can find out whether or not the information is going to be useful to you! Scanning can also
involve reading the first two or three sentences of each paragraph to get a further idea of what the article is about.SkimmingThis technique helps you pull specific information out of a text instead of just getting a general idea. A way to skim a text for specific information is to scan the document for a key-
word and only read the parts surrounding that key-word.If you were reading a scientific journal, you could skim for words like research or statistics. Pick words that help you gather useful information.You can choose any number of words within an article. Just make sure that you’re choosing a word that will
help you collect the information that you need from that piece.This technique helps you boil away the useless parts of an article fairly quickly and helps you get the gist of a piece of work quickly.Focused ReadingWhile both scanning and skimming help you get an in-depth understanding of an article
focused reading is slightly more suited to this purpose.Focused reading is a slower reading method that allows you to absorb a material piece by piece.This naturally allows the reader time for active thinking. Active thinking while reading and gives them time to process the information; this can be
enhanced by taking notes or asking and answering questions around the presented material.Combination ReadingFocused reading is more an intense approach to absorbing material, because of that, it’s better for the reader to only engage in a focused read for short bursts of time.Your brain can only
absorb information to a certain extent. So I recommend using a combination method of scanning skimming and focus reading to get the most out of an article while still protecting your poor brain from a potential headache!Next time you read an article for research try reading it three times (it’s not as bad
as it sounds). First scan the information, get the general idea of what the article contains to make sure it has the information you’re looking for! Then try skimming the article for key-words that you would like to focus on, highlight those sections. Third time around read the highlighted sections using the
focused reading method.Using a combination method will make sure that you get the information that you’re looking for without having to sift through endless prose and irrelevant facts. I hope this helps you with your researching, and as always, I cannot wait to see you on the bookshelf!Sign up to my
email list here for updates and information! One of the first things you learn about teaching is that there are different reading techniques and the students should be aware of which technique is most suited, depending on the reading task required by the text or by their teacher.Training students to know the
different reading techniques and when to use them is very important, especially under exam conditions when time constraints come into play and students need to have faster reading, learning and memory skills.The four main types of reading techniques are the
following:SkimmingScanningIntensiveExtensiveSkimmingSkimming is sometimes referred to as gist reading where you’re trying to glance over the material to grasp the main idea.The way you do this is to read the first and last paragraph and check for any dark headings.Skimming may help in order to
know what the text is about at its most basic level.You might typically do this with a magazine or newspaper and would help you mentally and quickly shortlist those articles which you might consider for a deeper read.You might typically skim to search for a name in a telephone directory.You can reach a
speed count of even 700 words per minute if you train yourself well in this particular method. There are unique courses with speed reading techniques that you won’t find elsewhere online that will show you how to use both traditional and hi-tech speed reading methods.Skimming Saves You
Time Skimming will certainly save you a lot of time as you grasp the main idea of whatever you are reading, but do not expect your comprehension to be high during the process.However, skimming is useful when your goal is to preview the text to get a better idea of what it’s about. It will help prepare you
for deeper learning.As learning expert and author Pat Wyman says in her online course, Total Recall Learning™ for Students skimming is a terrific idea to get an overview and mental picture in your mind which will help improve your memory.This strategy makes it much easier to recall what you’re about to
read.Take a look at the table of contents first.Review the subheadings in each chapterQuicky read the first paragrph in that sectionCheck out anything in your text that is in bold or italicsIf there is a chapter summary, now is a good time read it over.This completely prepares your brain to have an overview
of what this chapter is about.You can then go on to use scanning to find specific important ideas.ScanningPicture yourself visiting a historical city, guide book in hand.You would most probably just scan the guide book to see which site you might want to visit.Scanning involves getting your eyes to quickly
scuttle across sentence and is used to get just a simple piece of information. You’ll be searching for specific words or phrases that will give you more information and answer questions you may have.Interestingly, research has concluded that reading off a computer screen actually inhibits the pathways to
effective scanning and thus, reading of paper is far more conducive to speedy comprehension of texts.Something students sometimes do not give enough importance to is illustrations.These should be included in your scanning. Pay special attention to the introduction and the conclusion.Intensive
ReadingYou need to have your aims clear in mind when undertaking intensive reading.Remember this is going to be far more time consuming than scanning or skimming.If you need to list the chronology of events in a long passage, you will need to read it intensively.This type of reading has indeed
beneficial to language learners as it helps them understand vocabulary by deducing the meaning of words in context.It moreover, helps with retention of information for long periods of time and knowledge resulting from intensive reading persists in your long term memory.This is one reason why reading
huge amounts of information just before an exam does not work very well.Students tend to do this, and they undertake neither type of reading process effectively, especially neglecting intensive reading.They may remember the answers in an exam but will likely forget everything soon afterwards.Extensive
readingExtensive reading involves reading for pleasure.Because there is an element of enjoyment in extensive reading it is unlikely that students will undertake extensive reading of a text they do not like.It also requires a fluid decoding and assimilation of the text and content in front of you.If the text is
difficult and you stop every few minutes to figure out what is being said or to look up new words in the dictionary, you are breaking your concentration and diverting your thoughts.Is the ability to learn and assimilate information also genetic?It is not uncommon for people to associate intelligent or bright kids
with their equally intelligent parents.Often children of parents who have a profession appear to be more intelligent.However, it is important to note first and foremost, that academic intelligence is only one form of intelligence and even a university professor who scores high on academic intelligence, might
be the most impractical person, finding it difficult to pragmatically solve problems to simple everyday tasks.The notion of intelligence is an extremely complex and diverse one and to pin it into just a single word means whipping out the multitude of connotations and meanings that it actually
embodies.Scientists have found no plausible relationship between our genes and our ability to learn or our intelligence.There is no genetic DNA test that can predict intelligence because intelligence is due to your environment. It is likely that children with parents who exercise a profession appear more
intelligent because their parents directly or directly encourage it.Likely, it is also evident that parents who neglect their children and do not enforce their schooling commitments (doing their homework, study periods etc) will perform less well in school and appear “less intelligent”.Again, it is evident why
children who have had no opportunity for schooling might be considered anything but “intelligent”.Use these tips for skimming and scanning to help enhance all your reading and especially when you are studying for an exam.Karl McDonald is a free lance writer who enjoys writing about a variety of
topics.Topics of special interest include genetic DNA tests, prenatal testing, statistical research and research methodology.The author regularly contributes informative and/or scientific articles to a number of blogs and info sites.Related article
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